1. How _____ have you been using the internet for your studies?
2. Why _____ you always looking at your phone when we do our homework?
3. _____ you doing an assignment at 9pm last night?
4. Would you be upset if you _____ carrying out a project and one of your classmates copied you?
5. What are the benefits _____ developing technology to improve communication?
6. _____ you thinking of working in something technological in the future?
7. Have you _____ creating any new study techniques recently?
8. Can it be a tough task figuring _____ what career you want to go into?
ANSWERS

1. How **long** have you been using the internet for your studies?
2. Why **are** you always looking at your phone when we do our homework?
3. **Were** you doing an assignment at 9pm last night?
4. Would you be upset if you **were** carrying out a project and one of your classmates copied you?
5. What are the benefits **of** developing technology to improve communication?
6. **Are** you thinking of working in something technological in the future?
7. Have you **been** creating any new study techniques recently?
8. Can it be a tough task figuring **out** what career you want to go into?